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DEFINITION OF SLD

1962

• Samuel Kirk first proposed a definition of LD; this then influenced organizations
(e.g., LDA, CEC, NJCLD) and federal legislation (1975) to define LD; numerous
definitions were used in the 80’s but they had certain commonalities:
❖neurologically based or a disorder in processing
❖the processing disorder causes learning problems
❖the learning problems are manifested in weaknesses in academic skills

1975

Education for All Handicapped Children Act – PL 94-142
Categories: MR, Hard of Hearing, Deaf, SI, VH, SED, OI and SLD
Definition of SLD then, same as now, except for use of ID to replace MR

Sec. 300.8 (c) (10)
Specific learning disability
(i) General. Specific learning disability means a disorder in
one or more of the basic psychological processes involved
in understanding or in using language, spoken or written,
that may manifest itself in the imperfect ability to listen,
think, speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical
calculations, including conditions such as perceptual
disabilities, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia,
and developmental aphasia.
(ii) Disorders not included. Specific learning disability does
not include learning problems that are primarily the result
of visual, hearing, or motor disabilities, of intellectual
disability, of emotional disturbance, or of environmental,
cultural, or economic disadvantage.

Definition of SLD
– no change
here since 1975!
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DEFINITION OF SLD
• Typically, definitions do not explicitly state how a condition is identified or
give diagnostic criteria for the condition
• Classification criteria are the rules that do this – the criteria are applied to
determine if an individual meets certain rules to be determined to have the
condition
• SLD for school-age children is guided by IDEA
• DSM-5 (2013) has diagnostic criteria for LD
• ICD-10 (2016) has diagnostic criteria for LD

• Unfortunately, classification systems have rather vague terms; states can
further delineate criteria and methods for determining conditions; our state
has not done this; we have simply put the IDEA rules into our
Commissioner’s Rules, and the IDEA rules are vague and nonspecific
regarding the actual criteria that must be used for identification.

Models for SLD Identification
34 CFR 300.309(a)(2)
(i) The child does not make sufficient progress to meet age or State-approved grade-level standards in one

or more of the areas identified in paragraph (a)(1) of this section when using a process based on the
child's response to scientific, research-based intervention; or
(ii) The child exhibits a pattern of strengths and weaknesses in performance, achievement, or both,
relative to age, State-approved grade-level standards, or intellectual development, that is determined by
the group to be relevant to the identification of a specific learning disability, using appropriate
assessments, consistent with §§ 300.304 and 300.305; …

The 2 Models for SLD Identification:

RtI and PSW
6
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Response to Intervention (RtI)
This is not a
presentation on RtI.

There is debate on RtI
as an identification
model for SLD.

Remember, the I in RtI
= Intervention.

There is agreement on
RtI as a process prior to
and as part of the
comprehensive
evaluation for SLD.
7

Conceptualization of LD
Prior to SLD evaluation, the
student has:

If the student continues to
have a deficit relative to age
and grade-level expectations,
then a comprehensive
evaluation is conducted to
determine the presence of a
SLD

significant academic difficulty
– not able to learn
commensurate with age and
grade expectations
2. had sufficient instruction
3. had supplemental
intervention to address
learning difficulties in specific
academic subjects – referred
to as RtI or MTSS
1.
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SLD Definition in IDEA
This definition emphasizes three major concepts:
the presence of a psychological processing
disorder,
an inability to learn an academic skill, and
most importantly,
the assumption that the learning deficit is the
direct result of the processing disorder.
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LDA Position Statement:
Evaluation and Identification of LD
“Cognitive processing deficits are agreed to be a hallmark of
Learning Disabilities; therefore,

it is essential that processing abilities associated with the acquisition and use of skill
sets involving oral language, reading, writing and math, be assessed using valid and
reliable instruments.

The model of the structure of the intellect that is widely accepted by researchers
and practitioners in the field, is the Cattell-Horn-Carroll Theory (CHC). …
Assessments based on this theory measure broad and narrow cognitive processes
that have been found to be critical in the acquisition of academic skills.”
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LDA Position Statement:
Best Practices in the Use of Cog Assmt in LD Ident
“The correspondence between weaknesses in academic

skills and related cognitive processes

together with strengths in cognitive abilities and
processes

is a common pattern of performance in students with
SLD.”
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LDA Position Statement:
What are Learning Disabilities?
“Learning Disabilities refer to a number of disorders

which may affect the acquisition, organization, retention,
understanding or use of verbal or nonverbal information.
These disorders affect learning in individuals who
otherwise demonstrate at least average abilities
essential for thinking and/or reasoning.
As such, learning disabilities are distinct from global
intellectual deficiency.”
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The evaluation is designed to determine if there is a
pattern of strengths and weaknesses in cognitive
processing that directly impact the ability to learn an
academic skill.
This is not primarily due to other factors, but
SLDs may coexist with various conditions.
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1
Come into
compliance with
IDEA

TEA Webinar (9/23/21 )
Goal of changes in
LD identification

2

Broaden the
determination of SLD,
particularly as applied
to a pattern of
strengths and
weaknesses
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To achieve these goals, TEA. . .

Put “S” back in
SLD
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Specifies the
IDEA definition of
SLD, which says
that SLD is a
disorder of
psychological
processing

Maintains the
two models for
SLD
identification:
RtI and PSW

Adopts the
language in
IDEA regarding
intervention and
observation and
members of the
ARD committee

Removed a clause in the Commissioner’s Rules as follows: a pattern of
strengths and weaknesses in performance, achievement, or both relative to
age, grade-level standards, or intellectual ability, as indicated by significant
variance among specific areas of cognitive function, such as working memory
and verbal comprehension, or between specific areas of cognitive function and
academic achievement.
And instead, uses the IDEA description of PSW, which is as follows: exhibits a
pattern of strengths and weaknesses in performance, achievement, or both
relative to age, state-approved grade-level standards, or intellectual
development that is determined to be relevant to the identification of a specific
learning disability, using appropriate assessments, consistent with 34 CFR,
§300.304 and §300.305
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Controversy?

The definition of SLD is the same,
the two models for identification
While this change has
are the same, and we still can use
been described as
PSW as a model. There is no
significant and
substantial, it is simply the clarification or delineation of a
IDEA rule which is used in specific method under the PSW
model.
all states.

So, has there really
been a substantial
change in the SLD
requirements?

NO

Takeaway 1: Method versus Model
Once the district decides to use PSW as its model, then the method
chosen must not be used prescriptively or too rigidly.
This is an issue of misuse of methods, not an issue with the method
itself.
There are five major PSW methods. They involve cognitive and
achievement variability. These methods allow for data analysis to
assist in the determination of PSW but do not prescriptively
determine SLD.
All methods require use of multiple sources of data. All methods
indicate use of clinical judgment.
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PSW is an approach for determining LD
▸

There are 5 major PSW Methods/Approaches:
○ Flanagan, Ortiz, & Alfonso: DD/C (Dual
Discrepancy/Consistency)
○ Naglieri: DCM (Discrepancy/Consistency Method)
○ Schultz & Stephens: C-SEP (Core-Selective Evaluation
Process)
○ Hale & Fiorello: Concordance-Discordance Model
○ Dehn: Processing Strengths & Weaknesses Model
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Methods of PSW

All
methods
converge
on several
issues:

Academic deficit
based on
multiple sources
of data

Processing
deficit

Relationship
between
processing and
academic
deficits
“Average” ability,
“adequate”
cognition,
“Unexpectedness”

20
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We continue to use PSW as our model for
determination and any testing, as IDEA states
(which is now our rule too), “determined to
be relevant to the identification of a specific
learning disability, using appropriate
assessments…”
Choose the method that will assist in
determining a PSW.
Once chosen, ensure that all evaluation
specialists are adequately trained in the
method chosen by the district.

Takeaway 2: Multiple sources of data
Consistent with the LDA Position Statement on Eval and Ident of SLD,
multiple sources of data are needed to conduct the evaluation.
Multiple Methods for Data Collection:
RIOT
Multiple Types of Data:
Informal
Criterion-Referenced
Curriculum Based
Norm-Referenced
22
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Controversy? Mixed messages?
▸

▸

•

While we use multiple
methods and types of data,
there seems to be the
rumor/thought that normreferenced testing has lost its
importance.
What makes you think that
the score from the DRA is
more valid or important than
the score from the KTEA?

When collecting data from multiple people and
multiple methods, we have a large data set.
This set can have data that converge/are
consistent or data that are
contradictory/discrepant.

•

We may have different types of data (informal,
norm-referenced, curriculum-based, and
criterion-referenced) which may not converge.

•

When gathering information, we often weigh
data – give more importance to some data
over others.

When we use multiple
methods and types of data,
should one type of data
outweigh another?
How do you weigh the data?
What does preponderance of
data mean? How much?
What type?

▸

▸
▸

•

What potential problems exist that affect the
validity of the data set?

•

Are some methods of assessment more
vulnerable to validity issues?
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Respondent: Could provide incorrect
information, untrue information; when
completing scales could misinterpret
items; Response set and style issues
Student: ability to engage in testing
process can affect outcome (e.g.,
motivation, attention, fatigue)

Informal
•
•
•
•

Teacher information
Parent information
Grades
Work samples

Level of training; bias in
scoring (e.g., halo effect);
inappropriate
administration of test;
interpretation ability

CriterionReferenced
• STAAR
• Comparison to criterion
• PAST

Floor and ceiling of test;
how is construct being
measured;
comprehensiveness of
construct in the test

Curriculum-based

Norm-Referenced

• Repeated measurement
in intervention to
document progress
• Benchmarks

•
•
•
•

KTEA-3
WIAT-4
WJIV ACH/COG/OL
WISC-V
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Is the record review
comprehensive; are there
some data points missing;
do the records show
consistency?

Who did you interview
and what is the
perspective of each
informant; is there reason
for the informant to over
or underestimate the
student’s skills?

Setting and specifics of the
observation; do the
observations yield
information that is
consistent with other
data?

Did we use the right test or the
test most likely to yield the
information needed given the
purpose of the assessment; was
it scored/administered correctly;
did the student’s motivation or
behavior affect results?
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Why must we be told to be less
prescriptive?

Cut-off scores
Under/Overestimating
abilities

Planning/Test
selection

Under/Over-Estimating Abilities
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Both composite and subtest scores may over or under-estimate abilities.
This can occur on any test.
For some students, need to conduct skills analysis to determine the degree
to which the score is an accurate representation.
Example:
DRA Level based on overall performance: accuracy of 90-95%, adequate
comprehension and adequate fluency
CTOPP-2: EL=6, BL=13, PI=7 = 92
Calculation test for 1st grader=90, but student not able to effectively
subtract

Planning/Test Selection
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Planning/Test Selection
• Some instruments are better than others at evaluating the area
under investigation
• Need to use the data we have to plan and determine best
instrument
• Some tests/subtests from some instruments may have construct
irrelevant variance (e.g., WJ-IV COG PP test has Word Access,
Substitution, and Word Fluency components)
• Example: Cam

Known Data
Cam receives 45 minutes per week of intervention …
He mastered the following skills on the last Mastery
Check: phonological awareness skills (rhyme
production, sentence segmentation, blending words,
phoneme segmentation)… 60% on VC and CVC words

WJ-IV ACH: LW ID=78, WA=88, BRS=82
WJ-IV OL SEG=92, SB=93
Concluded PA average
All G’s average
Orthography average
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Schuele, C.M. & Boudreau, D. (2008). Phonological awareness intervention: Beyond the basics. Language, Speech and Hearing Services in Schools
39, 3–20

Other Data
With no cognitive deficits, no PSW
BUT
Should have selected a PA instrument
that addresses more complex PA skills
They did!
Scores on EL and PI from CTOPP-2 were 5
and 6, respectively, for complex PA of 74.
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Cut-off Scores
There are no cut-off scores!!!

This is where terms such
as:
clinical judgment
multiple data sources
preponderance of evidence
are critical in decisionmaking
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• Oral Reading Fluency = 86 (WJIV ACH)
• CBM Probe at grade level (MOY) = 35 WCPM
at the 10th %ile
• DRA level = 16 (at ending 1st grade level
expectations)
• Teacher Report: Reads slower than peers;
takes longer than assigned time limit; tends to
sound out words (blend) when he reads
• Analysis (WJIV ACH): When he misread a
word, he started to reread from the beginning
of the sentence.
• Prompt: The cat was gray and white.
• Initially Reads: The cat was gray and
whistle.
• Corrects Himself: The cat was gray and
white.

• Oral Reading Fluency = 86 (WJIV ACH)
• CBM Probe at grade level (MOY) = 84 WCPM
at the 50th %ile
• DRA level = 24 (at grade level expectations)
• Teacher Report: Able reading consistent with
peers; completed his work in a timely manner;
moves his lips while silently reading.
• Analysis (WJIV ACH): When he misread a
word, he started to reread from the beginning
of the sentence.
• Prompt: The cat was gray and white.
• Initially Reads: The cat was gray and
whistle.
• Corrects Himself: The cat was gray and
white.
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Example

X-BASS SLD Statement

You cannot say kid not SLD because of X-BASS!
Does this student demonstrate a pattern of strengths and weaknesses
consistent with SLD?
Final Decision?
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When determining a PSW, ask …
• Does the student have an academic weakness? Does he/she perform below average for
their age and/or grade on various measures of reading, writing or math? How significant
are these weaknesses; how far below average? Do you have multiple sources of data to
verify the weakness?
• Does the student have a cognitive weakness? Are all scores average or above? If yes, why
would the student not be learning commensurate with expectations? Are all scores low to
suggest a global deficit in cognition? Does this correspond to the low achievement scores?
• If the student has both academic and cognitive weaknesses, do these weaknesses make
sense or match?
• Is there variability among scores (inconsistency)/performance? Is this variability in
academic and cognitive areas? Do you have an aggregate of strengths or intact abilities that
indicate the student has adequate ability to learn?
Bottom Line – Can you identify the pattern?
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Identification of SLD
Involves more than just examining scores from
standardized tests…
✓ A convergence of data sources is necessary
✓ Data should be gathered via different methods and reflect
different types of information
✓ Exclusionary factors must be considered and examined
systematically
✓ You will determine if a PSW exists consistent with an SLD based
on the conceptualization of SLD and the research on SLD.
44
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How do you determine SLD?
DD/C
XBA and XBASS

PSW

(Flanagan, Ortiz,
Alfonso)
Discrepancy/
Consistency
(Naglieri)

Concordance/
Discordance
(Hale & Fiorello)
Psychological
Processing
(Dehn)

C-SEP
(Schultz &
Stephens)
45

Thank you!!
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